Full size gun plans for the gun builder.

John Armstrong Rifle Plan .........................#Plan-Armstrong
This plan drawing illustrates a longrifle by John Armstrong of Emmitsburg, Maryland. The plan notes some variations in decoration with additional notes on assembly. Flint shown, drum and nipple percussion ignition is discussed. Includes color photos of a fine contemporary rifle by Mike Hayes.
#Plan-Armstrong John Armstrong rifle plan only $6.50

1770 Lancaster County Rifle plan ..................#Plan-1770
This plan drawing depicts a longrifle in the style of Isaac Haines. The book Artistic Ingredients of the Longrifle indicates that Isaac Haines may have been the most influential maker in Lancaster County. John Bivins made this Lancaster County style rifle famous, producing 1776 commemorative rifles for Pennsylvania. We offer inlet stocks and kits for 38", 42" and 44" swamped barrels.
#Plan-1770 Lancaster County rifle plan only $6.50

Bedford County Rifle plan .........................#Plan-Bedford
These slim longrifles are unique to the Bedford County area where they were made from the flint era until the 1880s, long after the advent of cartridge rifles. This plan will allow you to replicate a Bedford longrifle, using our L&R Bedford flint or percussion lock, stock, barrel and castings.
#Plan-Bedford Bedford County rifle plan only $6.50

John Vincent & Son Rifle plan ....................#Plan-Vincent
Our plan will simplify assembly of a classic John Vincent & Son rifle. John Vincent worked in Barlow Township, Ohio in the mid to late 19th century and his son continued into the early 20th century. Both Vincents made rifles with a distinctive style. This plan includes some variations to assemble a John Vincent, Vincent & Son, or J. Caleb Vincent rifle.
#Plan-Vincent John Vincent & Son rifle plan only $6.50

Early Tennessee Rifle plan ......................#Plan-Early-Tennessee
Many variations in Tennessee and “poor boy” rifles exist. This plan drawing illustrates our early Tennessee longrifle parts. The plan notes some variations in trim and techniques for omitting certain pieces of the furniture. Flint and drum and nipple percussion ignition is shown. The Tennessee rifle you build can be as handsome as it is accurate!
#Plan-Early-Tennessee Early Tennessee Rifle plan only $6.50

Tennessee Rifle plan ...............................#Plan-Tennessee
These drawings illustrate a classic Tennessee style rifle, trimmed in iron. Plans show variations in trim, and techniques for omitting certain pieces of the furniture. Part numbers and possible alternate part numbers are listed. Late flint and early percussion styling is shown. Use our detailed drawing and avoid mistakes.
#Plan-Tennessee Tennessee Rifle plan only $6.50

Our full scale firearm plans are essential for gun builders. Use them to check for interference, especially lock bolts through rod holes or tangs, or parts that overlap. Use them for measuring and laying out barrel pins and keys. The cut-away stock views are great for getting your stock profile just right! Available in a wide range of firearms. Many include full size color images of professionally made guns. Solving problems on paper is easier than welding, gluing or correcting errors after work has begun. We stock many of the parts shown in the plans.

Check our website for new and updated gun plans:
www.trackofthewolf.com

John Armstrong Longrifle full scale plan drawing, circa early 19th century